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Introduction

Upon my return from studying abroad, people asked, "How was Bangladesh?" as if they
were asking about a relative I visited in Florida. "How was Uncle Fred?" Smiling, I replied
"Good, I loved 1t." The conversation typically turned to other matters. Others asked, "What is
the biggest th ing you learned while you were gone?" While Judging how long the asker wished
to listen, I narrowed my extensive response to one or two key po1nts.

Living in the tiny, yet populous village of Malumghat, Bangladesh, as I participated in
Hands-On during the spring of 2011, I learned a myriad of new lessons each day. Some were as
simple as always covering your food and putting it in the refrigerator so ants would not devour
it. Other lessons were deeper, such as learning that poverty and suffering know no race,
religion, or gender.

Through sharing the lessons I learned during my time in Bangladesh, I hope to
demonstrate in this thesis that God can use anyone anywhere. As Christians, we tend to glorify
missionaries, ministry leaders, or even popular Christian authors. Placing them on a spiritual
pedestal, we feel as if they are many miles ahead of us in their Christian walk. However, I
discovered that traveling thousands of miles to the oth er side of the world changed what I
wore, when I slept, and what I ate, but it did not change the core of who I am. As I acclimatized
to the unfamiliar Bengali culture, Scripture proved to be a familiar comfort. Just as I did not
change, the truth of Scripture remained cons1stent. Scripture pervades life, regardless of
location.
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As I scoured my mind for thesis topics, my advisor asked, "So why don't you just use

your blogs and write your thesis about your time in Bangladesh?"

"I can do that?" came my reply.

You may be th inking, "Is this thesis a devotional book, a compilation of blogs, or a
cultural study?" Yes. A category is difficult to assign a work of this manner. Research was
conducted, but not with th e typical methods. My research stems from living in Bangladesh,
visiting Bengali homes and villages, and studying the Scriptures and other Christian works.
Through interweaving everyday activities, Scriptural application, and Bengali perspect ive, I hope
to encourage fellow believers to look and listen for the ways Scripture surround s their own
lives, regardless of background or location.

"A picture is worth a thousand words," or so the old colloquialism goes. A picture can
co nvey a deep sense of a place that is futile to try to describe in words. This being the case, I
have provided multiple pictures, accompanied by more light-hearted lessons learned, to
provide the reader with a feel for the cu lture. The reader paints his or her own picture of
Bangladesh from the written t ext, and through the pictures is able to develop a deeper sense of
connection.

MolumGhot o Little Joy is a piece of my story. Its purpose is not to say "Look at the neat
opportunities I had," but rather to serve as an encouragement to believers to see that God is
not limited by our views, culture, or setti ng. Wh ile God transcends culture, he also employs it
to enable us to learn more about Him.
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Always Read Facebook Messages

During my junior high days, I read the biography of Amy Carmichael, an Irishwoman who
dedicated her life to serving the Lord m India. The 1dea of India fascinated me. Around the
same time, Caedmon's Call released an album that they had recorded after returning from
India. Strange as it sounds, I knew that God would send me there someday.

I have never considered myself to be an "out-of-the-box" person. I read the directions
for everything, from the shampoo bottle to the box of macaroni and cheese. Sure, I enjoy being
creative, but I always seem to color in the lines. Doing so can be a wonderful thing, but every
once in a while an opportunity comes along that turns the page and sudde nly you are faced
with a new picture and a new set of crayons, and lines that do not constitute any sort of
"normal" box. Maybe this has happened t o you. As you have perhaps guessed, it happened to
me. The summer before my junior year of college, my world was flipped upside down. Maybe
it was only turned sideways. Either way, my life changed in a big way.

When I started college, I never thought that I would become "that" student who
changes her major five times, and I was not. Only four. The final time was right before my
junior year began I had spent half of the summer working at a family camp, and by the end of
my time there, I was tired of explaining to parents that I had no idea what I wanted to do with
my life. After much prayer, discussion with my family, and pro and con lists (I told you that I am
not very "out-of-the-box''), I changed my major one last time. And that atypical step was the
first stroke of the crayon that disregarded the picture and started a new line.
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Two or three days after I made this epic decision - well, I felt that it was ep1c at the
time-1 received an unforgettable r acebook message. It w as from Heather Long, a lady at my
church who I had met once, maybe four years before. I knew her sisters and her mom a little
b1t, but not well. In her message, she explained that she, her husband, and their four children
w ere traveling to Bangladesh t o serve as missionaries for two years. Heather and her husban d,
Jon, had served there before, so she told me all about where they lived and what it was like.
Then I got t o the heart of the message:

Joy, what I'm osking is a huge request. I'm wondenng

if you'd be willmg to pray about taking

some time offfrom school and accompanying us in Bangladesh for a semester or so.

God is doing amazing things in Bangladesh! It is o terribly lost & dark nation- only 1/10 of 1% of
the people ore true beltevers. But God is moving and working. We can't wait to get there and be
a part of His plan!
Joy, I completely understand that you are in school and that you have plans. I just wanted to tell
you about this apportumty and ask if you would please be willing to pray about it.

My heart sa nk and a knot troubled my stomach. Si milar in cult ure, food, and dress,
Bangladesh is India's next door ne1ghbor. Thi s was my chance to go. God had suddenly
dropped the perfect opportunity mto my lap, and 1f only I hadn't just changed my major, it
would have been feasible to spend the sem ester in Bangladesh, and still f inish co llege within
four years. But now, it seemed there was no hope of being able to go. I knew God would get
me to Southeast Asia one day; I thought I would JUSt have to keep waiting. I told my family
about the opportunity, but there was not hing we could do about it, or so we thought . A few
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weeks later, I mentioned the opportunity to my roommate, who encouraged me to pursue it,
and see if maybe, just maybe, it could work.

I remember praying, "God, this decision is too big for me, if you want this to happen, a
whole lot of doors are going to have to open." And that is exactly what happened . Doors were
not just opened, they w ere knocked down. It still took a lot of meetings, preparation, prayer,
and hard work, but God's hand was evident in the entire process. On January 23, 2.011, I
boarded a plane with a family I barely knew, and we traveled to the other side of the world
together. God sent me, an ordinary, in-the-box college kid to Bangladesh to serve Him.
Another crayo n scribble away from the lines of normalcy.

For years, I thought that God was going to send me to India-and maybe one day He
will -b ut instead, He changed out my plans for His. If it had not been for that Facebook
message, I would not have given the nation of Bangladesh a thought.

Whether you are a world traveler or someone who has never left your home state, this
simple collection of my thoughts and observations while I lived in Bangladesh is my invitation to
you to peek into a cu lture incredibly different from our own. My hope is that through these
stories and thoughts, you see that Scripture and life, life and Scripture are inextricably
intertwined, no matter where you are. Interspersed throughout these thoughts, I have also
included a few light-hearted lessons that I learned during my time in Bangladesh. Join me in
this journey of looking at life from a different perspective, no box necessary.
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It is common to see little lizards, known
as Tik-tikkis, crawling around the walls,
shower, and ceiling. Sometimes they
even live in dormant air-conditioning
units.
If you feel like
there is something
crawling on you,
there probably is.

Lessons Learned:

Occasionally, you just have to fish the
ants out of the cup of water and
drink it anyway. Other times, you
have to constantly shoo at least 4
flies away from your cup and pretend
that they are not loaded with germs.

Lessons Learned:

You do not always have to kill
spiders. Some large spiders are
rumored to eat cockroaches.
I let this one live and did not
see a cockroach in my room for
two months!

Lessons Learned:

When you help a giant beetle
out, and turn him right side up
again he makes a noise that
sounds like a wind-up toy.

Faith

Picture the scene. A crowd has gathered around Jesus. A father, desperate for his
demon-possessed son to be healed, approaches Jesus, saying " I brought him to your disciples,
but they cou ld not heal him." With weary anger, Jesus reprimands the crowd: "0 unbelieving
and perverse generation, how long shall I stay with you? How long sha ll I put up with you? Bring
th e boy here to me." He rebukes the demon and the boy is healed immediately. Whispering
among each other, the disciples each wonder why their own attempts had failed . As the crowd
dissipates, the disciples take Jesus asi de and sheepishly ask, "Why couldn't we drive it out?"

He replied, "Because you have so little faith. I tell you the truth, if you have faith as
small as a mustard seed, you can say to this mountain, 'move from here to there' and it will
move. Nothin g will be impossible for you (Matthew 17:20).1

I have heard this all my life in Sunday school and chapel and camp, etc. I'm sure I've
even taught it once or twice. We hear it and we teach it, but I wonder if we really get it.

Sometimes God does things that don't make se nse to us. Other times, God calls us to
do things that don't seem to make se nse. Take Noah, for example. God called him to build an
ark for a flood and it had not rained yet! But Noah was faithful and God was faithful too .

Then there is Gideon. Judges 6 tells us that the angel of the Lord came to him while he
was threshing wheat in the wine cellar, hiding it from the cruel hand of the Midianites. The
angel greets Gideon, saying, "The Lord is with you, mighty warrior. " Imagine Gideon's

1

All Scripture is quoted from the NIV Archaeological Study Bible: An Illustrated Walk through Biblical
History and Culture : New International Version, (Grand Rapids, Ml : Zon dervan, 2005).
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th e angel must be speaking to him . The ange l continues, inform ing Gid eon th at God has chosen
him to save the Israelit es from th e mercil ess Midianites. " But Lord," Gid eon asks, " how can I
save Israel? My clan is th e weakest in Mana sseh, and I am th e least in my family. " Gideon is not
only th e yo ungest member of his f amily, he is also from one of the smaiier trib es in israeL
The re is nothing especially significant about Gid eon. Three t imes, he asks God for a sign, to
en sure that God will be faithful to his promises. God is faithful each time and He en ables
Gid eon to save th e Israelites from the M idianites. Yet th e victory in battl e is shadowed by a sad
end to the story. Gid eon takes gold from the plunder, fa shion s it into a fancy priestly garm ent,
and it becomes an idol to Gideon, his family, and th e Israelites.

" Now faith is being sure of what we hope for and certain of what we do not see" (Heb.
11:1). Noah obeys God in faith . Gideon questions God, obeys God in faith, and then disobeys
God . Neither of these men is without fault, but God still chooses to use them for his glory.
Noah and Gideon are both mentioned in the Hebrews 11 "hall of faith ."

As I rai sed fund s to head to Ban gladesh, people very often asked, "How is th e
fund raising?" I watched their eyes widen as I replied, " It's going well. I st ill need about
$5,000." Nonchalantly reassuring them that God is faithful and capable, I feign ed that like
Noah, Abraham, or any of the " Hall of Faith-ers" from Hebrews 11, I was resiliently confident
that God would provide. However, more often than I would like to admit, I was like Gideon.
" Lord, if you want me to go to Bangladesh, just send me one more sign." My journal entries are
crowded with request s such as, " Before it seemed like Bangladesh was th e right/best choice,
that it wa s clearly th e th ing to do. Now I' m afraid, and I' m not sure why ... Hel p me see your plan
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as well. Could it be Ban gla desh? You are a big God and I' m just a littl e perso n. Could you really
want me to do something so big? Give me peace I pray."

Unlike the story of Gideon, God does not always choose to provide signs for us as he did
then . Sometimes He calls us to get on that boat or, in my case plane, and wait to see what He
will do next.

God provided in huge ways for me to go to Bangladesh. Anonymousl y people slipped
money under my door or sent it to me in my mailbox. Others bought t -shirts so ld as a
fund raiser, and others si mply donated. The generosity of those around me was astounding.
Though I may have had my wide-eyed moments of disbelief, I am ever learning to rest and tru st
in God's faithfulness .

The disciples began their journey with little faith, which God cultivated and grew, raising
up powerful men of God, instrumental in laying the foundation s of our faith . God really can use
anyone. And though we do not walk with Jesus in the sa me way that the disci ples did, He has
sent us his Spirit to be with us and enable us.

Let us learn from Gideon's errors. He forgets how he has seen God work. Instead, he
chooses to worship a fal se idol. Do not forget what the Lord has done in your life. Press on in
your faith . God will cultivate it so that it grows even larger than a mu stard seed.

Remember the sto ry of Jesus healing the demon -possessed boy? When the fath er
brings his son before Jesus, he also says, " But if you can do anything, take pity on us, and help
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us." "'if you can'?" said Jesus. Everything is possible for him who believes." May our hearts
resonate with the father's earnest reply, " I do believe; help me overcome my unbelief !"
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Lessons Learned:

Some things just get lost in
translation. Please take off your
feet before entering ••. Yikes!

Lessons Learned:

A "moonshine run" means going
to the grocery store.

Lessons Learned:

In case you had forgotten why
you wanted to eat chocolate,
the name of this candy bar is
there to remind you.

Vending Machines

During a movie night a few weeks near the end of th e fall semester, my roommates and
I trekked down three flights of stairs to the first floor and the conveniently located vending
machine With her change carefully counted out, my roommate deposited her coins and
pressed the button to select her choice. Jokingly, she explained to us that she always hits the
button tw1ce, JUSt in case more than one Coke dec1des to come out. My next roommate took
her turn, and after depositing her coins, just for kicks, she hit the button repeatedly, only to find
that she did indeed receive two Cokes! We had a good laugh and a free Coke.

I realized that sometimes this is exactly how I treat God.

The vending machine synd rome:

Step 1: Deposit change (Pray).
Step 2: Press the correct button (B12: Support raising; B9: Visa approval; BS: Plane t1cket; etc.)
Step 3: Press the button repeatedly just in case another blessing sl1ps out.
Now, I' m not saying that we shou ldn't pray and ask God for things. Certainly we are
commanded to do so in Scriptures (Philippians 4:6). And we know that He answers petitions.
But I have found that I must be careful of my attitude when I do this petitioning. Do I only go to
God when I would like something, so I can press a few buttons, get my Coke, and go? Am I
treatmg God as a vending machine or am I trusting His t iming, His plans? Vending machines
require no personal interaction . They are quick and conven1ent, delivering instant gratification.
The concept of "vending" corresponds to "selling." I have to give something first before I
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receive my request. God is not selling His gifts, He is giving. What God gives, the grace He
supplies, is " not by works, so that no one can boast" (Ephesians 2:9). Scripture clearly outlines
that "Every good and perfect gift is from above, coming down from the Father of the heavenly
lights, who does not change like shifting shadows" (James 1:17). When personal convenience
replaces relationship, I have failed to grasp the crux of presenting my request s to God.

Psalm 16:5 says, "Lord, you alone are my portion and my cup; you make my lot secure."
It is easy to glaze over a verse like this. Oh, yeah, God is my portion, great. We fin d comfort in
it, but we cannot quite figure out why. I had read about God's being my portion, and I always
liked the way it sounded, but I had never stopped to think about what it really meant. I think of
the context in which I most often use or hear the term " portion." What comes to mind? Food.
A portion of mashed potatoes or green beans or cheesecake or whatever. " How in the world
does that relate to God?" I wondered. Then I begin to understand. Have you heard the
colloquialism "my eyes were bigger than my stomach?" When left to fetch our own portions,
sometimes we get way too much, other times too little. God's timing is perfect. God's giving is
perfect. He gives the grace and strength needed for each day. He gives them when you need
them . God gives the perfect portion . In giving us just what we need, He makes our lot secure.
Our future is held steady in His hands. I will take that over a vending machine any day.

We pray, not as people blindly pushing buttons, hoping for a good outcome, but with
expectation and confidence, trusting God's good timing and plans.

LORD, you alone are my portion and my cup;
you make my lot secure.
Psalm 16:5
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Lessons Learned:

In Nepal, these are considered hills.
The Himalayas are hiding behind
them, covered by the clouds.

Lessons Learned:

Sleeping on the roof in Nepal
is fun, but slightly chilly.

Climbing the 300 steps to reach the Buddhist
temple turned tourist attraction is quite the
workout, but the view is worth it.

Lessons Learned:

Even a five year old in Nepal
can teach you a new game!

Loneliness

In the 1940s, my grandmother, a young woman from th e Midwestern countryside, had
just arrived m the thriving metropolis of Milwaukee, Wisconsm. Recounting t he story to me
many years later, she recoll ected st andmg at the bustling train station, eagerly searchmg for a
fam iliar face. Someone, anyone she might know. Hopefully, her eyes scanned the crowd. Yet,
her mind knew that she wa s alone. She says this was one of the loneliest moments of her life.

As weary travelers, we, that is, th e Long family and I, entered th e Dubai airport sixteen
hours after departmg from Houston. It was two or three in t he morn ing there. The Islamic call
to prayer, the odhon, rang out through the sleepy airport. I suddenly realized that I was on the
other side of the world . In Duba1, we joined th e Longs' friends the Kelleys, another missionary
family, headed to their home in Malumghat, Bangladesh. Wh en the Kelleys arrived, th ere was
much excitement of reunion between th e two families, but inside of me, a hollow cord of
loneliness was st ruck. Much like my grandmother, I found myself hopefully surveying the
crowd. But, no matter how many faces I saw, no one was commg for me. I was alone. It was
not th e kind of lonelin ess that makes you w ant to sit and cry, but ra ther a loneliness that you
feel so deeply, you are not sure what to do with it.

I was blessed to have few truly lonely moments during my stay in Bangladesh. The
Longs were abso lutely wonderful in letting me be a part of th eir family. I never felt lonely when
I was with them. I was also blessed to be in Bangladesh at t he same time as several other
young short term missionanes. We had a great number of fun adventures and t imes t oget her,
but sometimes when I was really tired, I longed to be with people that are ok w1th me JUSt as 1
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am, quirks and all. At these times, loneliness paid his visit again. I had community with these
fellow missionanes m Bangladesh, but it was not the same depth of community that I have with
my friendships from home and college.

I would like to clarify that being alone is not th e sa me thing as loneliness. Solitude is
something qurte different, and someth ing that we, as Christrans need. Even Jesus went to
"lonely places" (Luke 5.16, Mark 1:45) to pray and escape the chaos of the crowd~ . Solitude is
healthy if we use it as a foundation for community. As believers in Christ, solitude is where we
find our commun ity with Christ and with the Holy Spirit (1 Cor.1:9, 2 Co r. 13:14). This is where
we start. Sometimes, however, it seems there is no genuine Christian community where we
are, and we do not have that fellowship we need. We know that God is there, but it certainly
does not always feel like it. These times are difficult, they are not fun, but they are God pushing
us to view our relatronshrp wrth Him as more than mere emotions. Oswald Chambers views it
th is way: "The greatest spiritual crisis comes when a person has to move a little farther on in his
2

faith than th e belref he has already accepted." God will give you the strength needed to
persevere through these times. Eugene Peterson, author of The M essage, encourages fellow
believers that "Endurance is not a desperate hanging on but a traveling from strength to
strength ... Perseverance is triumphant and alive."

3

After we press t hrough th e lonely tim es, let us not forget those around us who may also
have a lack of true communrty in their lives. How can we open our eyes to see lonely people

2

Oswald Chambers, My Utmost for H1s H1ghest, (New York: Dodd, Mead & Company, 1935), 259.

l Eugene Peterson, A Long Obedience in the Some Direction. Dlsetpleship in on Instant Society, (Downers
Grove, IL: lnterVars1ty Press, 2000), 127.
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around us? Perhaps one sol ution is to follow Paul's advice in Philippians 2:3-4. Paul addresses
the Ephesians, instructing them to "Do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit. Rather,
in humility value others above yourselves, not looking to your own interests but each of you to
the interests of others." A:.

H~111i Nouw~n

points out m hb book, Making Ail Tiling!> New,

Community has little to do with mutual compatibility. Srmrlarities in educational
background, psychological make-up, or social status can bring us together, but
they can never be the basis for community. Communrty is grounded in God, who
calls us together, and not in the attractiveness of people to each other ...The
mystery of community is that it embraces all people, whatever their mdivrdual
differences may be, and allows t hem to live together as brothers and sisters of
4
Christ and sons and daughters of his heavenly father.

May God show us those who are lonely, that we mrght help bring them out of loneliness
and into genuine community.

A father to the fatherless, a defender of widows, is God in his holy dwelling.
God sets the lonely in families, he leads out the prisoners with singing;
but the rebellious live in o sun-scorched fond.
Psolm 68:5-6

" Henri Nouwen, Mokmg All Things New, (New York Harper & Row, 2000) 82-83.
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Elephants are very prickly.
It can be quite crowded atop of an elephant!

Let's chase the water buffalo is

a legitimate suggestion.
Also, water buffalo tastes a lot
like beef.

Home

Bombarded by exciting new sights, smells, spices, sounds, people, and language as I
settled into life in Bangladesh, I found myself comparing these new experiences to home. In
Bangladesh, people eat with their right hands, at home we eat with forks and knives. In
Bangladesh, regardless of the weather, women wear long pants, a long tunic top, and a scarf for
extra modesty. At home, when it is warm, I wear shorts and a tank top. Before entering a
Bengali home, people always take their shoes off. At home, I rarely do this. At Bengali
weddings, the bride demonstrates grief of leaving her family by avoiding smiling all day and
cryi ng throughout the en tire ceremony. If a bride did this at home, everyone would think that
something was drastically wrong. In Bangladesh, dark skin is not sought after because it is
associated with workmg outs1de for much of the day, which is in turn associated with poverty.
At home, however, people will pay to visit a tanning salon so their ski n will appear darker. The
list of differences could continue. Though I was not homesick, thoughts of home flooded my
mind.

My mind wandered to the joyful reunion I would have with family and friends. I
imagined the hugs and th e smiles, and probably a few tears. I dreamt of readily-available hot
water, or a quick trip to Wai-Mart. I remembered what 1t is like to understand what people are
saying anywhere that you go. It is the small things we take for granted. I absolutely loved
being in Bangladesh, yet somet1mes I JUSt could not wait to be home. A yearning deep within
me knew that thi s was s1mply a t emporary home for a few months. The knowledge that my
real home awaited me always lingered in my mind.
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Maybe what I was domg was like wait1ng for Heaven. We have wonderful things here
on earth. God blesses us with family, frien ds, food, and _ _ _ _ _ (insert your own blessing
here), but deep down we know this is not our real home. We know our home awaits us in
Heaven, where there w1ll be a more JOyful reunion than we can imagine. And so we wait . We
yearn for home.

As a Chnstmas g1ft, my roommate had ''all the friends" write a letter to me for my time
in Bangladesh. On top of that, another dear friend from home wrote me a note for each week.
Opening my two letters every week, I treasured the encouragement and connection brought to
me though I was miles and miles and miles away from the authors One night as I was lying in
bed, wa1ting for sleep, th e thought dawned on me ... What is one of the things Paul1s known for?
Letters. I wonder if that is how the believers felt when they received Paul's letters and vice
versa. How they must have cherished each other's words, reading them again and again,
feeling that perhaps the miles were not so many after all.

In one such letter to the Philippians, Paul notes, "for me, to live is Christ and to die is
gain." Pau l continues, "If I am to go on living in the body, this will mean fruitful labor for me.
Yet what sha ll I choose? I do not know! I am torn between the two: I desire to depart and be
with Christ, which is better by far; but it is more necessary for you that I remain in the body"
(Phil. 1: 21-24). Just as I was torn between Bangladesh and home, as Christians, we are torn
between the desire to serve on earth, and being with Chnst . Perhaps th at is why Peter
add resses the early Christians "as aliens and strangers in the world" (1 Pet. 2:11).
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How do we live in light of th is? In his letter to the Thessalonians, Pa ul reminds the
believers " for you know very well that the day of the Lord will come like a thief in the n1ght...But
you, brothers, are not in darkness so t hat this day should surprise you like a thief" (5 :2, 4).

The best analogy I have heard explaining this came from my college Bible study leader.
Waiting to be reunited with Christ is like keeping your house clean. When you keep up with the
cleaning and someone drops in for a visit, it is no big deal; the house is clean. But when the
house is a disaster zone and someone stops by, it is embarrassing how messy the place is. In
the same way, we ought to keep our lives cleaned and ready for Christ's return. We should live
in such a way that our lives will be pure whenever Christ returns or ca lls us home. Unt1l that
day, we wait.

Whate ver happens, conduct yourselves in a manner worthy of the gospel of Christ. Then
whether I come and see you ar only hear about you in my absence, I will know that you s tand
firm in one spirit, contending as one man for the faith of the gospel.
Philippians 1:27
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Lessons Learned:

Fire on a boat is not always a bad
thing. It can be used to make some
excellent Bangla cha (tea)!

American port-a-potties are really
nothing to complain about.

Lessons Learned:

This is considered a nice bathroom.

I Am Spo ken For

" Ajke... amra ...lssor ...pratona ...amra ...amar der ... char... "

"Today... we ... God ... pray ... we ... our .. .four... " After spending nearly four month s in Bangladesh, I
was excited to be able to understand even this much of a Bengali church service. Our short
American attention spans make it difficult for us to concentrate through a fifteen minute
sermon presented in our own language. Imagine sitting in an hour-long se rmon presented in a
language with four words of which you understand .

I passed the time in Bengali church by letting my thoughts amble through my brain, or
by meandering through an arbitrary verse or passage of Scripture. One such morning, I was
thinking about how, while I am here, others most always have to speak for me. It's a very
humbling experience, not being able to communicate . There are so many question s I would
have liked to ask, so many stories I would have liked to have heard, but, really, as far as I ever
got wa s:

" Hi. How are you?"

"Good. How are you?"

"G ood ."

"My name is Joy. What is your name?"

As I pondered, a verse came to my m ind: "The Lord will speak for you ; you need only to
be still." It seemed like an interesting train of thought, so I followed it. Turns out, I had gotten
a little mixed up. The verse, Exodus 14: 14, actually says, "The Lord will fight for you; you need
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only to be sti ll." Moses IS talkmg to the Israelites after they have been freed from slavery in
Egypt. As I wandered around in Exodus, looking at the context, as all good Ouachitonians are
tra ined to do, a thought struck me Remember the burning bush? What is one of Moses'
excuses for not wanting t o go? His speech. As the story unfolds 1n Exodus 4, God says to
Moses, "Now go; I will help you speak and will teach you what to say" (v.l2) You would think
that if you were talking to a burning bush, and you had just been shown the miracles Moses
was shown, this would be a sufficie nt answer. Not for Moses. He replies, "0 Lord, please send
someone else to do it" (v. 13). God, whose anger "burned against Moses" (v. 14), comes up
with a co mpromise. Aaron, Moses' brother, will speak for him. "You shall speak to him and put
words in his mouth. I will help both of you speak and will teach you what to do. He will speak
to the people for you, and it will be as if he were your mouth and as if you were God to h1m" (v.

15). Time and time again, God, through Aaron, speaks for Moses, and Moses for the people of
Israel, through whom comes the Savior of the world . What Moses meant as an excuse, God
used as a tool to teach Moses to trust Him. I wonder then, if maybe my misremembering was
not so far off after all. I wonder if maybe when Moses uttered these words of encouragement
to th e Israelit es, he was playing back in his mind all of th e times the Lord had spoken for him.
Perhaps he had learned his lesson. And as for me, it really makes depending on someone else
to speak for me seem not so bad after all.
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Girls across the world talk about
the same topics.

Lessons Learned:

Language learning is difficult.,
especially when the words for
''un d erstan d'' an d ''vegeta ble,,
sound incredibly similar.

Like the Fragrance After the Rain

Bangladesh smells. Seriously, I was warned beforehand, but it was so mething you
cannot really understand until you have been there. It is not really just one smell, but a mixture
of smells. Sometimes it is smoke from a burning fire, filth in the streets, the exhaust from
buses, dirty livestock, people who do not wear deodorant, etc. etc. Before you feel too sorry
for me, please know that it is not as if I felt surrounded or engulfed by a constantly terrible
smell. I was fortunate enough not to live in one of the big cities, but was instead surrounded by
trees and rice fields. I am happy to inform you that on most days, as I sat in my room, or
walked outside, unpleasant odors did not continually assault me. They were certainly present.
But every once in a while, a surprisingly pleasant scent would greet my nose. I savored those
rare and fleeting moments. No matter where I was, a smile would come across my face as I
stopped to take a deep breath and let the sweet scent pervade my lungs.

I wonder if that is all too often what our praise is like to God . It smells. It stinks. But
then every once in awhile, He catches a whiff of beautiful fragrance, and savors it, wanting to
make it last, and I will bet He cannot help but smile either.

When I was a little girl, my mom used to sing a song to me that said, "Jesus, Jesus, Jesus,
there's just something about that name. Jesus, Jesus, Jesus, like the fragrance after the rain ..."
That has always been my favorite smell. When I think of rain, I think of how the land is
refreshed, how things are made new and revived . What a perfect description of our Savior.

They (whoever "they" are) say that smell is one of the strongest sensory compellers of
memories. The smell after a fresh rain reminds me of Christ. I wonder if there is a smell that
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reminds God of me. While I know it probably does not smell as good as the fr agrance after the
rain, I certainly hope it does not smell like Bangladesh!

Be imitators of God, therefore, as dearly loved children and live a life of lave, just as
Christ loved us and gave himself up for us os a fragrant offering and sacrifice to God.
Ephesians 5:1-2
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I guess it's crosscultural that some
Christians only show
up on Christmas and
Easter. We might
have been 30 minutes
late, and had to sit
outside, but still the
people just kept
coming!

Sometimes things
that look like Palm
branches have
thorns on them.
Also, Easter sunris
servtces are very,
very early.

Lessons Learned:
Jumping
pictures make
.
any experience
look more epic.

Except when it
doesn't work ...

Lessons Learned:
It is possible to
climb a tree to
get a better view,
only to realize
that there are
now a bunch of
branches in your
way.

Some trees look
like they were
meant to be
climbed. Some
are ant-infested.

Lessons Learned:

You can never have too much color!

Kids

"Joy-Di look at this lizard Emma found!" "Joy-Di look, I'm riding my bike." "Joy-Di look, I
found a bug." "Joy-Di wook at my doll. " In Bangia, the national language of Bangladesh, Didi
means "o lder sister." The kids ca lled me Joy-Di, which IS lit erally equivalent t o "old er sist er
Joy." In our culture, it is more like saying "Miss Joy." Each morning in Bangladesh, I was
greeted by a similar chorus from the four Long children, Quinton, Emma, Jack, an d Addy.
rem ember the first time that they caught one of Bangladesh's friendly little lizards, a tik-tik ki. It
was an exciting morning in the Long house! Then I remember when they caught their 101h tlktikki, followed by the 11th' l ih, 131h, 141h, etc. While catching tik-tikkis became a common
occurrence, the kids still got excited about it, wh ether it was tik-tikki 12 or 72. They never lost
that sense of wonder and excitement.

On school days, Quinton and Emma (then seven and five), went with their mom to the
school bu ilding, while I stayed home with Jack and Addy (then four and two). What did Jack
and Addy and I do? We played. Games like hide-and-go-seek, puzzles, art work, reading
stories, swinging at the swing set, running in t he rain, and sliding down a massive mound of
sand, or simply seeing j ust how deep we could dig a hol e. M any days, we w ent on adventure
walks or treasu re hunts. We filled sm all boxes with "treasures" such as leaves, sticks, and
stones. Other times, w e just went walking among the trees to find neat leaves. Jack might pick
up a leaf and say something like, "Ooh, this one is so pretty. I am going to give it to Mommy,"
or "Ooh, this one is so big. I am going to give it to daddy." The leaves might be dried and
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cracl\ed, or they may have looked like the other hundreds of leaves, but to Jack, each was
unique and special.

Their sense of wonder was not limited to things in nature. Twice a week, m the
afternoon, I taught a Bible lesson to Quinton, Emma, and Jack. As we journeyed through the
story of Moses, Quinton, Emma, and Jack, who had never heard some of these stones, or
perhaps had only heard them once before, soaked up the stones. At dmner the same evening
that we learn ed abo ut the plagues, we had red kool-aid to drink. One of the kids asked, "What
is that?" to which Quinton promptly replied, "Maybe it's blood." I guess he was listening at
Bible that day.

In The Ragamuffin Gospel, Brennan Manning notes, "Jesus' preference for little people
and partiality toward ragamuffins is an irrefutable fact of the gospel narrative." 5 The more time
I spent with the kids, the more I thought, " No wonder Jesus used children to illustrate how our
faith should look." Kids certainly are not angelic figures I could tell stories about some "notso great" moments of Quinton, Emma, Jack, and Addy. But for the most part, t hey are very
content, happy children who enjoy life each day. They are curious as well. It would be
impossible to count how many questions I answered each day. "Why is she wearing th at?"
"Why does he look sad?" " How do you say 'eat' in Bangia?" "Why can't we do this?" The list
could continue.

I think about my relationship with Christ. I certainly ask a lot of questions, "Why did you
let this happen, God?" "What should I do?" "Where should I go?" I certainly have some "not-

5o

Brennan Manning, The Rogomuffm Gospel, (Colorado Springs: Multnomah Publishers, 2005), 52.
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so-great" moments and days. But have I reta ined a sense of wonder? Do I stop and see what
the Lord ha s done and think, "Wow. God, you are incredible." Sometimes we hear particular
Bible stories or them es so many times that we become desensitized to the extraordinary.

Mark Buchanan, author of The Rest of God, writes that "Adulthood is mostly about
getting things done."6 We have to-do lists with ever increasing undertakings. We are immersed
by the amount of tasks that we feel we must accomplish. Of course, I am not advocating that
we simply shirk all of our responsibilities. However, I am suggesting that we take the time to
rediscover wonder. Buchanan argues that rediscovering wonder and childlike faith is
intertwined with play. He notes that "Maybe all the other virtues of childhood-trust, humility,
simplicity, innocence, wonder-are not separate from a life of playfulness, but the fruit of it."

7

Today, take a moment to play a game, to laugh at a funny sign, to turn up the radio when your
favorite song comes on and sing along as loudly as you can. And take a moment to look at
something simple, even as simple as a leaf, and note how intricately des1gned it is. Then look
up and around and realize just how many other intricately designed leaves there are. Take the
view of a chi ld and stand in wonder. Childlike faith is not blind faith. It is vibrant and exciting.

Rejoice in the Lord and be glod, you righteous;
sing all you who ore upright in heort!
Psalm 32:11

6

Mark Buchanan, The Rest of God (Nashville W Publishing Group, 2006), 143

7

1bid.
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Lessons Learned:

Riding on the roof of a van
with four kids ages seven and
under is a legitimate suggestion.

Lessons Learned:

Sometimes.,
ruining a pair of
shorts., or a dress., or
the hem of your pants
is absolutely worth it.

Traveling across the world with
people you hardly know brings
you very close together.

Hospitality

Sunday morning church m Bangladesh typically ends at lO:OOa m , JUSt in time for the
morning tea break. Seizing this opportunity, the Bengali believers often spend the gap between
the end of ch urch and the beginning of lunch in each other's homes, catching up on family
reports and the latest village news.

One Sunday morning, I decided to tag along with a friend of mine on a tea time visit to
the home of one of her English students. I did not know the student, but the Bengali are
incredibly hospitable, and many view having a foreigner, bideshi, visit their home as a
prestigious honor. I think that in my whole time in Bangladesh I was only technically invited to
one or two homes. Mostly, I just joined others on their visits. We began our journey to visit the
English student, Shukulmar. We traveled to a nearby village where we were certain he lived
and asked around until we found Shukulmar's house. Upon arrivmg at Shukulmar's house, we
quickly realized that th is was not the right place. It was the home of a Shukulmar, but he was a
medic at the hospital, not an English student. In fact, he was on duty at the hospital while we
were at his home. His family welcomed us, not letting us leave without a cup of tea and light
snacks.

Upon our departure from our new found friends, we received directions to visit yet
another village, just a little further down the road, where the English student, Shuklumar lived.
We arrived at Shukulmar number two's home, and my teacher friend, turned and looked at us,
saying, "he's not the right one." Shukulmar two and his family were quite surprised by th e visit
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from his teacher and her friends. Yet, again we were not allowed to leave without a proper cup
of tea and snacks. We had a nice visit with more new fnends.

The .rony of it all? The student we were actually supposed to visit is named Shimul. He
lived literally a stone's throw away from the church, the starting point of our trek. Needless to
say, our visit to his home was rescheduled for the next weekend .

It seems to me that people often return from mission trips overflowmg with stories of
exceptiona l hospitality demonstrated by people who have so little to give. They tell these
stories because they are true. Once when visiting a hom e, we calcu lated that the meal set
before us must have cost about the equivalent of 3 months of pay. Another day, a different
teacher friend and I were supposed to eat lunch with one of her students. We knew the
student's name this time, but unfortunately the student had to cancel at the last minute. A
Bengali friend who was w1th us insisted th at we travel instead to her Sister's house. On the
way, we ran into one of the family members who had been hurriedly sent to the market to
purchase the chicken (live, of course) and a few other items they felt we would enJoy.

Each time I showed up at a home, eve n if they had no idea I was coming, there was
never stressing or complaining. No rushing around ensuring that the house was spotless, or
stress over the details, or "I just don't have time for this today." Just come in, sit down, have
some tea or water and wait while we prepare this for you. It is humbling to be served and
sacrificed for in this way For the Bengalis, having you in their home lets them share their life
with you . Suddenly, because you have seen where and how they live, you discover that you
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have stumbled upon a sort of common ground, even if it is as simp le as, "I live in a house, you
live in a house. I eat food, you eat food."

Paul begins Romans 12 talking about how our lives as Christians ought to look. Many of
us are familiar with the opening verses that state: "Do not conform to the pattern of this world,
but be transformed by the renewing of your mind ...". As Paul continues, he provides examples
of pieces of this transformation. He talks about loving each other, and as a part of that love, he
commands the believers to "practice hospitality" (vs. 13). Similarly, Peter writes to believers
about love and draws the sa me conclusion as Paul. Hospitality stems from lovmg each other as
brothers and sist ers in Christ.

Newspaper columnist Erma Bombeck once penned an article entitled, "If I Had My Life
to Live Over Again." In the first item on her list, she notes: "I would have invited friends over to
dinner even if the carpet was stained and the sofa faded.''

8

Bombeck has the right idea. We

need to stop making excuses and practice the hospitality to which we are called. When we
sha re our homes, our food, our "stuff," inevitably we share little pieces of our life. Bangladesh
is a nation plagued with many issues of government, population, and religion, but hospitality is
something they truly understand.

Above all, love each other deeply, because love covers over o multitude of sins.
Offer hospitality to one another without grumblmg.
1 Peter 4: 8-9

1

Brennan Manning, The Ragamuffin Gospel, (Colorado Springs Multnomah Publishers, 2005), 99.
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Your food can be looking at you
and still taste good.

When you
visit
someone's

home, your
lunch may
still be

walking
when you
.
arrtve.

Lessons Learned:

It's never too hot to

drink Bangla Cha!

Time
Sweat ran down my back in the heat and humidity of the Bengali summ er as I waited in
the church co urtyard under the shade of a large tree . The wedding festivities would begin
soon, or so we hoped. The wedd ing, schedul ed to start

dt

noon,

Wd !>

running on whdt we

referred to as "Bengali time," meaning it would start around 2:00p.m. instead . Quieting my
growling stomach, I thought of another wedding happening many miles away th e sa me day.
Millions of people around the world watched as England's Prince William wed Kate Middleton
in a flawle ss, precise ly timed ceremony within the pristine walls of Westmin ster Abbey. I
smiled to myse lf as I took my seat on the wooden bench under the nearest ceiling fan . The
cement floors were contrasted by the vivid reds and yellows worn by the brid e, adorned with
gold jewelry. I had certainly stepped into another world.

In the Western hemisphere, particularly America, bombarded with our lphones, laptops
and endless technology, it is easy to forget that often the rest of the world lives quite
differently than we do. "Google" cannot be used as a verb in every country. In Bangladesh,
where power outages are frequent and those who have internet are bl esse d with a slow
connection, quickly "googling" the lyrics to the one line of that song is suddenly quite a task.

Life moves at a slower pace.

While wa iting two hours for a wedding to start can be incredibly frustrating, perhaps
there is a lesson to be learned . Take a look at the daily schedule of a typical Bengali, namely
one who worked at the hospital compound where I lived.
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8:00a.m. arrive for work
10:00a.m. break for tea
12:00-2:00p.m. break for lunch/rest time
2:00p.m. resume work
4:00p.m. break for tea
5:00-6:00p.m. finish work for t he day
s·00-9·00p m dinner

Rest is built into the daily routine of life. As Christians, we strive to run the race that
Paul t alks about in 1 Corinthians 9:24 at a full-fledged sprint, when we ought to be treattng it
more like a marathon. Now I am certain ly not saying that we are t o be passive in our faith. I
am only suggesting that sometimes we fill our faith with activities, when really God is longing
for us t o come and sit in his presence. I long for th e restfulness of spirit that I enjoyed while in
Bangladesh. A stone bench overlooked the kha/, th e water meandering steadtly among the nee
fields and eventually spilling into the Bay of Bengal. I treasured each moment of peace and
rest, knowing that once I returned to the U.S., peace like this would be more difficult t o attain.
I was right. Upon my return, I discovered myself swimming in the choppy sea of schoolwork, a
summer job, and myriad other " real-life" issues.

Here in my "normal" life, I find that I have to markedly decide to have rest, to spend
time, like Mary, at the feet of Jesus (Luke 10:38-42). Drowning out the noise of busyness, or
insecurity, or technology, or perhaps all three, is no small feat. Sometimes we find that what
causes our busyness is not bad. It can even stem from service projects. Cynthia Heald, a
renowned Christian author writes, "I came to understand that much of my yearning to serve
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rose out of a desire to prove to God that I loved Him and that I was worthy of His love."

9

We

know that this is not right, but do we really believe it? Do I believe that God's grace 1s truly big
enough to accept me completely as I am? We must try to find rest in the simple truth that
wh~n

Gou ::.dy::. Hb grcH.e diJOund::., He mean!> it.

When I choose to spend tim e in rest with God, He provides it. Heald continues, "The key
to know1ng what I should be doing is my being yoked to Christ. It is walking daily with Him that
I can hear His voice ... Prayerful waiting on God can only occur when I am abiding and
concentrating on Him."

life will always be busy. We should view our time with God not as another 1tem on the
to-do list, but as a welcome opportunity for respite in the face of a frenzied world.

"Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke upon
you and learn from me, for I am gentle and humble in heart, and you will find rest for your souls.
For my yoke is easy, and my burden is light."
Matthew 11:28-30

9

Heald Cynthia, Becoming a Woman of Simplicity (Colorado Springs: NavPress, 2009), 30.
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Dallas traffic is really nothing to
complain about.

There is always room for one more!

Lessons Learned:

Some people just look like
they have a story to tell.

Still 5'2"

The Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujib Safari Park resides JUSt a few miles down the road from
Malumghat, the small village where I lived in Bangladesh. When I first heard "Safari Park," my
mind immediately pictured visions of riding in a jeep across rugged terrain amongst the
elephants and giraffes (which I realize are not native to Bangladesh). The Safari Park, however,
is more closely akin to a run-down zoo. It is just animals m cages, aside from the few monkeys
ta king a nap outside of a cage. The Safari Park charges foreigners nearly twice the price of
admission th at it charges Bengali nationals. Once you have arnved at the Safari Park, and have
taken all of this in, you also realize that you are more on display than the animals. Mothers and
fathers lean down to their children and point, saying, "bideshi, bideshi," which means foreigner.
The cell phone cameras are quickly accessed, and you find yourself being videotaped walking.
One of my first thoughts was, "Why are you videotaping me walk? I have two legs just like you
that I am using to walk. My skin is white, and yours IS brown, but we are not as d1fferent as you
think."

We do this too, in our own way. Much as I imagined an adventurously wild Safari Park,
our mind 's eye pa ints a vivid scene in which the missionary stands outside primitive huts, Bible
in hand, while the "uncivilized" natives gather around, eager to hear the words of this strange
white man. While I am sure that scenes like this have occurred, it certainly was not the regular
occas1on during my time in Bangladesh. We romantic1ze the lives of missiona ries, of Christian
leaders or authors, our friends, and sometimes even our own lives.
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Whenever I am going to a new place, I imagine what I will be like in that situat1on
Sometimes I picture this hero1c person sweeping in with an ever cheerful coun tenan ce
accom panied by a wond erfu l smile, and always slightly taller than I actually am. But then, I get
there, and I realize that lite IS still life. I still have to brush my teeth, I still do not like mornings, I
st ill have bad days and good days, and I am still 5'2." I am always amazed by how "normal" I
still feel.

Amy Carmichael once penned, "Don't imagine that by crossing the sea and landing on a
foreign shore and learning a fore1gn lingo you 'burst the bonds of outer sin and ha tch yourself a
cherubim."'

10

Before we put missionaries or Christian leaders on pedestals, it is important to

remember that the men and women that we peg as heroes of faith have their own weaknesses
too. Pride, jealousy, insecurity, no one is immune. We imagine these great men and women of
faith dramatica lly entering to save the day, but really they are normal people. They walk with
two legs, just like you and I.

I am thankful that we do not have to be heroes. We do not have to save the day. God
has already taken care of that. He calls us to be faithful, to live life wherever He places us.
Denver Moore, the co-author of Same Kind of Different as Me, explains it this way: "But I found
out everybody's different-the same kind of different as me. We're all just regular folks walkin
down the road God done set in front of us."

11

Maybe I will never be taller than 5'2," but I can

Uisabeth Elliot. The Life and Legacy of Am; Carnll(/wel 4 Clwn~·e to Die (Grand Rapids: Baker Book
!louse Compan)' . 1987). 79
10

11

Ron Hall. Denver Moore. and 1 ynn Vmcent. Same Kind of Different as Me (Nashville: Thomas Nelson.
2008}. 235.
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rest assured that wherever He places me, He who began a good work in me will carry 1t on to
complet1on until t he day of Christ Jesus (Phil. 1: 6).
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Lessons Learned:
Even Buddha
gets tired of
sitting Indian
style.

He needs a break
sometimes.

Hence the
enormous
"Reclining
Buddha'' in
Thailand.

Lessons Learned:

Sometimes ads don't really make
sense, they just need words that
fit in size gazillion font.

Lessons Learned:

Some malls have whole floors for
luxury cars. And they're on the
4th floor. How does this happen?
I don't know, probably magic.

Cheesy tourist pictures with
a palace guard are required.

Texas is a big deal, but I
knew that one beforehand.

Lessons Learned:

McDonald's tastes way better when
you're on the other side of the world.

Dirty Feet

Taking off my san dals as I stooped to enter th e low doo r fram e of the Bengali hom e, I
noticed my feet stain ed yellow and brown, dirt etched into the hard-ea rn ed calluses. Across
the wel l-swept dirt floor, our hostess led us to a wooden bed frame covered by a thin, worn
mattress, the finest seat in her home. We waited there as the family, including in-laws, and
occasionally a neighbor or two, prepared our mea l. The food ready, we moved to th e table, or
more often a mat spread out for us on th e floor. The family served our mea l, and only after w e
had eaten at least two heaping helpings, ate their own meal. I was humbled by their service.
W ith no mi crowaves, ready ground spices, frozen chicken breast, or even cans of vegetables, it
takes hours to cook a traditional Bengali meal, not to mention the cost.

In John 13:1-17, the apostle John narrates the story of Jesus washing His disciples' feet.
In Banglad es h, touching someone with your foot or showing them the bottom of your feet are
both co nside red highly disrespectful cultural taboos. After walking a few miles down dusty dirt
road s, and observing my own feet, I can understand the reasoning. Wh en we think about Jesus
washing the disciples' feet, we picture something akin to a com mercial for a kitchen cleaning
product. Just run th is sponge across your greasy countertop layered w ith grim e, erasing the
stain s with one simple stroke of the hand. The problem is, typically this do es not work as w ell
as in th e commercia l. Similarly, the dirt did not ju st slid e right off of the disciples' feet. We are
not tal ki ng about a ligh t layer of du st ; this wa s a lot of dirt. Jesus washing your feet would be
very humbling indeed.
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Oswald Chambers writes, " Ministering as opportuntty surrounds us does not mean
selecting our surroundings, it means being very selectly God's in any haphazard surroundings
which he engineers for us." Chambers continues, noting th at Jesus does not perform a
grandiose task of service as an example to His disciples. Instead, He washes their feet, a typical,
every-day sort of task. And he commands us to do the same. "Now that I, your lord and
Teacher, have washed your feet, you also should wash one another's feet I have set you an
examp le that you should do as I have done for you" (John 13:15-16). 11 Service is not something
we can only do on the "mission field" or in a homeless shelter or in the inner city. Service is
embedded into facets of each of our days. Serving God through what we deem menial and
mundane is often more difficult than serving in a foreign land. Maybe it is putting the dishes
away or vacuuming the living room rug. Perhaps it is holdtng the door open for a stranger at
the store These are not just good or nice things that we do, we do them because service ought
to be ingrained into who we are as followers of Christ.

In On Being a Servant of God, Warren Wiersbe defines service through ministry this way:
"Ministry takes place when divine resources meet human needs through loving channels to the
glory of God."

13

Wiersbe explains that through distributing God's grace, one of His divine

resources, we become loving chan nels that provid e for people, but ultimately bring the glory to
God.

14

Service is not always easy, sometimes it is very hard and we would like to quit.

Sometimes God moves us to another place. Other times, He calls us to stay through the

12

Oswald Chambers, My Utmost for His Highest, (New York. Dodd, Mead & Company, 1935), 255

u Warren Wiersbe, On Bemg o Servant of God (Grand Raptds. Baker Books, 2007), 12.
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difficult times and causes us to grow through them .15 For me, leaving Bangladesh was not a
des1re of my heart. I desperately wanted to stay and continue helpmg the Longs and building
relationships with the Bengalis. I have never wanted to pause time so badly God, however,
was movmg me home to continue servi ng Him. On May 21, 2011, outfitted m my Bengali garb,
I began the long JOurney back to the United States where I was lovingly greet ed and welcomed
by family and friends. Bangladesh holds a very special place in my heart and I hope that one
day God will lead me back to serve Him there. But until t hen, my prayer 1s to serve Him
faithfully wh erever He places me.

Rather, he made himself nothing by taking the very nature of a servant, being made in
human likeness. And being found in appearance as a human being, he humbled himself by
becoming obedient to death -even death on a cross!
Philippians 2:7-8

1

~ lb1d, 26.
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Monday, May 9, 2011
Sitting on the bench at sunset-one of my favonte thmgs ever.
The tide is in, so the khal is full and the water ripples quietly on by. The wind rustles the
leaves softly. Birds are chirping. The low hum of a motor boat as it passes by. Water buffalo
grazing. Golden rice fields ready for harvest. Someone singing as they work. Palm trees tn the
distance. not a cloud in sight. The sun's golden gleam reflects off the water. The sky is hazy,
but the sun is so bright. A solitary figure walks in the distant rice fields. A goat bleating. The
smell of seafood. A drum beating softly, I can only hear it every once in a while.
As I sit here, Lard, how thankful/ om to be here. Shundor des (beautiful country) IS right.
How I will miss this place. And as the sun sets, I'm thankful that you've let me see another day
through. Overwhelmed with gratitude. God, I have no fancy words for you. I wish I could
express my heart better, but you know it, and I'm thankful for that tao. Lave you. Thank you.
Love,
Joy
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"Let the peace of Christ rule in your hearts, since as
members of one body you were called to peace. And be
thankful. Let the message of Christ dwell among you
rich& as you teach and admonish one another with all
wisdom through psalms, hymns, and songs from the
Spirit, singing to God with gratitude in your hearts.
And whatever you do, whether in word or deed, do it
all in the name of the Lord lesus, giving thanks to
God the Father through him."

Colossians 3:15-17

A Small, but Heartfelt Thanks

I am indebted to many people for their help on this project. A special thank you to Dr.
Johnny Wink for editing and guiding me through the process of writing th is work. Without his
help, my thoughts would rem ain scattered t hroughout my journal. Another thanks to Dr.
Danny Hays and Dr. Eric Goddard for their helpful msights and critiques. I cannot forget Dr.
Nancy Hardman who helped conceptualize the idea, and encouraged me along the w ay. Of
course, my mom wonderfully played the role of editor, listening ear, and encourager.

More thanks go to Heather and Jon long who were crazy enough to ask someone they
barely knew t o journey to Bangladesh with them .

A huge thank you to my fabulous suitemate Amy Vaughan, who employed her keen
artistic eye in designing each of the picture pages.

Many more thanks to my roommates, family, and friends who supported me on this
journey.

Finally, and most importantly, I am forever grateful to Jesus Christ, my Savior. I am
overflowing with gratitude for how He saved me, how He daily provides grace, and the
opportunities He provides.
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